Andrei Arlovski Prepares for Sergei Kharitonov, Kind Of
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Andrei Arlovski has always been one of the greats in the world of MMA for a reason, and it
didn't really have a lot to do with his fighting ability as much as it did his personality. Andrei
Arlovski
in
the UFC was a breath of fresh air in a world of fighters with shaved or buzzed heads, covered
head to toe in tattoos. He came into UFC with wild, crazy hair, a beard, chest hair and a
mouthpiece with fangs on it. The fact that his fist could cripple anyone that stands in its path
was just the icing on the cake.

Over the years we've been treated to the indignity of seeing him getting repeatedly hit in the jaw
and taking a nap or simply being far too timid in the ring. Where was the wild man? Where was
the Pitbull? The Strikeforce Heavyweight GP is a chance for Arlovski to prove to the world that
he is still for real. He takes on stiff competition from Golden Glory's Sergei Kharitonov and is
currently training with Greg Jackson's camp in my adopted home of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Sadly for me, I have yet to see Arlovski walking the streets of the Duke City like I have with
other fighters. I've seen GSP bumping and grinding with some chunky chicks, Rashad Evans
in a pretty sharp suit,
Melvin Guillard
jogging,
Greg Jackson
almost side-swiped me on the way to work one morning, rolled his window down and yelled
"sorry, bro" while I flipped him off, and I did my laundry next to
Keith Jardine
in the area of town we lovingly call the "student ghetto."

Go figure, one of the coolest figures in MMA history is around and I have yet to bump into him
walking the dog. Jackson's MMA released a video on YouTube earlier today that shows why
everybody loves Andrei, he is a legitimately fun guy to be around, and apparently a part of his
training is running full speed at a bag, doing a push kick and shouting "This is Sparta!" while Jo
n Jones
giggles.
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